Abstract: Virtual simulation technology plays an important role in educational engineering. The limitation of enough Chinese herbal medicines and instrument obscured the better understanding of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). In this paper, the concept of virtual simulation technology and its application was outlined in the teaching of TCM theory and experiments. The superiority and insufficiency of this technology was also approached. The basic idea on building a virtual teaching and simulation platform for TCM was discussed, which may provide referred methods in the innovation of Chinese medicine teaching.
Introduction
With the development of computer and network technology, the digital teaching concept and pattern are forming. In this situation, the belief of virtual simulation teaching is developing. It gradually impacts on teaching style. Moreover, it also prompted the reformation of teaching. As a new kind of teaching methods, virtual simulation teaching not only is an instant, safety and low cost function teaching platform for the teachers and students, but also provide students with virtual environment in study. It allows students to learn independently in an open, initiative and exploratory environment.
The learning contents in TCM have the characteristics of wide variety and extensive source. The curriculum system of Chinese herbal medicine include herb identification, preparation and processing. In this case, it is difficult to carry out the large scale experiments because of the limitation of funds, location, resources.. With the application of virtual simulation technology into TCM teaching, it not only can break through the restrictions of traditional teaching, but also can stimulate the students' interest in learning. Further more, it optimize the TCM experiment and practice teaching process, and help to cultivate students' comprehensive ability and practice ability, which is better to communicate with theory and make the students really understand how to apply it. Virtual simulation teaching will be one of the important developing directions for the TCM Teaching reformation.
Virtual Simulation Technology
Virtual reality technology is the combination of computer image technology, human-machine interaction, pattern recognition technique and artificial intelligence. As a new kind of methods to display and perceive the world, virtual reality technology mainly focus on using computer software, hardware equipment and sensing device to construct a simulation environment where you can see, hear and touch. It often used in product design, display, commercial advertising, game design and so on. The simulation technology is based on the simulation of internal mechanism in physical system and motion mode by mathematical model, so as to achieve the purposes of analysis, [1] [2] [3] [4] . With the rapid development of virtual reality technology, information technology and network technology, they would be gradually taken together into a new virtual simulation technology.
3 Application of virtual simulation technology in the teaching of TCM The application of virtual simulation technology in the teaching of traditional Chinese medicine is still at the beginning period. It mainly includes two aspects: the application in traditional Chinese medicine theory teaching and experimental teaching.
Application of virtual simulation technology in TCM theory teaching
In this section, three examples were give to show the application of virtual technology in TCM theory teaching.
Chinese herbal medicine is the one of the main contents in Chinese traditional medicine study and research. And the identification of Chinese herbal medicine is an important part of learning TCM. There are a lot of contents must to be memorized of the Chinese herbal medicine such as shape, color, cross section features. Yet to the students, learning by rote is too boring.The pictures and videos used in the traditional teaching are lack of realism and three-dimensional sense. Therefore, virtual reality technology could be used to construct Chinese herbal medicine 3D model, which let the students gain more real awareness about the characteristics of Chinese herbal medicine. Such Chinese herbal medicine 3D model can not only show Chinese herbal medicine geometry and surface texture feature intuitively and three-dimensionally, but also observed in all directions. Chinese herbal medicine 3D mode by manipulating multimedia terminal (FIG. 1) . On the one side, Chinese herbal medicine 3D model can show the traits characteristics of Chinese herbal medicine to the students vividly, and help them distinguish the characteristics of Chinese herbal medicine efficiently by replacing text with image. On the other side, lots of super-range or cross-regional Chinese herbal medicine 3D model let students learn more Chinese herbal medicine which can't be accessed to in the traditional classroom. Sequentially, cinstructing Chinese herbal medicine 3D model can adequately mobilize herbs resources and popularize Chinese herbal medicine with no geographic limit which can give the foundation of structuring digital instructional resource with TCM characteristics. 
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Study on the components of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) is critical for the modernization of TCM theory. As an important part of virtual tools, molecular modeling and systematical technology are also used widely. A hypothesis was proposed and proved that the common characters of the compounds in Material Medica determine TCM Property. The identification technology of active clusters (ITAC) based on pharmacophore was used to identify the active clusters from the herbs of Activating Blood Circulation (ABC) and the results were further utilized to research the intrinsic correlation between TCM Property and the common characters of active compositions which were represented by pharmacophore. For example, a 3D pharmacophore model of 5-HT3 Receptor Antagonists was developed based on 31 5-HT3 Receptor Antagonists which antagonizes the von Bezold-Jarisch reflex evoked by 5-HT in anesthetized rats (FIG. 2) . This pharmacophore model can contribute to the finding and designing of new-type 5-HT 3 Receptor Antagonists. According to the mechanism elucidation problem of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), a qualitative simulation platform was constructed using the related achievements as the basis (FIG. 3) , This platform is composed of TCM active components database, TCM prescription database, drug targets database, biological molecular interaction network database, reasoning engine and user interface. After the TCM prescription is selected, the mechanism model can be generated automatically by the platform, which can be used to further study of TCM.
Fig. 3 The Basic Structure of systems biology platform for the mechanism clarification of TCM
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Virtual reality technology not only brings us stereo and intuitional objects and scenes display, what's more, it can let people have real immersed sense. So virtual reality technology can be used to recreate cultivation and growth environment of TCM and reproduce the scene of Chinese herbal medicine producing and processing. It even can be used to recreate herbal internal organization structure, Chinese medicine's metabolic processes inside human body, etc.
Application of virtual simulation technology in TCM experimental teaching
Medical scientific experiment is one of the important parts of training students' scientific research ability and the skills of finding and solving problem. Such as science of processing Chinese medicine, pharmacology of Chinese medicine, pharmacy analysis and some other courses, they all opened the corresponding experiment lessons. However, obscured by funds, equipment and location of teaching, teachers often only introduce some simple experimental methods and demonstrated the experiments which are simple, safe and easy to operate.For precision instrument operation experiments, students only have a few opportunities to personally operate instruments. While the traditional courseware demo is hard to make students understand, remember principle and operating methods of instruments. This cause the students have difficulties to comprehensively understand the whole experiment process, the key factors and the possible outcome of the experiments. Using the virtual simulation technology can not only construct a lot of virtual model of teaching instruments and equipments, which let students know various equipments appearance, structure, composition, connection and operation through a computer terminal. Meanwhile, the virtual simulation technology can let students be familiar with equipment operation process and deepen its working principle and method. For example, a virtual simulation experiment about Chinese medicine GanMaoPian can be designed. Through the experiment, students can understand GanMaoPian fabrication process related equipments appearance, structure and operating mode (FIG.  4) . Through real-time interactive manner, students can complete each step of the preparation process (FIG. 5, FIG. 6 ). On the other hand, the system simulation technology can be used to extract the important factors and key parameters in experimental process. That could let students use discovery research-pattern to build their own best experiment scheme and experimental process. Simulation model can preset experimental obstacle to let students find problems and solve obstacles by using the approach they have learnt, which strengthen students' ability to analyze and solve problems. Applying virtual simulation technology in TCM experiment teaching would be beneficial to improve student's learning interest to the students. In addition, the simulation of a series of process of TCM from planting, processing and final application under the guidance of traditional Chinese medicine theory would be useful to improve the student's practice ability.
Problems and Thoughts
Virtual simulation technology was used in teaching widely, forming a new type of teaching gradually. However, there are still some problems about how to set up a platform for virtual and simulation teaching with the characteristics of traditional Chinese medicine.
The limitation in techniques
With the development of information technology, virtual simulation technology is becoming mature. Nevertheless, there are still some differences between the real objects and the constructed ones. For example, although the shape and superficial striation of constructed 3D model of Chinese crude drug are very close to the real ones, the texture , taste and some other features in real medicine material cannot be presented until now. The other instance, it is very difficult to show some experience and knowledge in virtual making process.
When more virtual and simulation equipments, such as digital gloves, digital helmet, are being generated, the virtual and simulation technique can capture and transfer touch, vision, hearing to the virtual world better than before. So, the virtual world will be much closer to the real world.
The limitation in abstract knowledge expression
Traditional Chinese medicine theory is profound. It accumulated abundant knowledge after thousands of years. The application of virtual and simulation technique in traditional medicine teaching is mainly focus on the visual knowledge. It is still difficult to express the abstract knowledge in Traditional Chinese medicine theory.
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Conclusions
The application of virtual simulation technology in traditional medicine teaching is still being explored at present. The advantage and disadvantage of the virtual and simulation technology applied in traditional medicine teaching were introduced in this paper. Some ideas to solve the problems in virtual TCM worlds construction were introduced. How to built platform for practical TCM virtual and simulation teaching need the further exploration. The TCM digital platform for virtual simulation teaching will play an important role in future traditional medicine teaching.
